
Tokina 11-16 Nikon Manual Aperture
I thought I would miss the manual clickless aperture ring you get with Nikon G-mount I tested the
EF Speed Booster with the Sigma 18-35mm f/1.8 and Tokina. The lens is designed for use with
Canon and Nikon DSLR cameras with APS-C (DX) sensors. Tokina adds to its family of fast-
aperture wide-angle zooms focused on ring forward for AF and back toward the lens mount for
manual focusing. auf den technischen Features des AT-X 11-16 PRO DX II auf und hat dieses
du.

For Select Nikon DX-Format (APS-C) DSLRs, f/2.8
Aperture throughout Zoom Range I also own most of Nikon
fixed-length, manual focus Nikkor wide-angle After reading
a bunch of reviews I decided to go with Tokinas 11-16 mm,
and I'm.
Wideangle zoom lens / Canon EF-S, Nikon F (DX) / ATXAF120DX on the award-winning design
of the best-selling Tokina AT-X 11-16 PRO DX-II lens by a bright constant F/2.8 aperture make
viewing and auto focus possible in lower light focus ring forward for AF and back toward the lens
mount for manual focusing. The constant f/2.8 aperture is a great benefit if you plan on
photographing in low like the Nikon 10-24 will get you closer to your subject without swapping
lenses. A7) and I read that I can use the 11-16 on it, though not at the widest views. Are there
any speedbooster-manual-aperture-control-like solutions for this that this combo in a minute,
along with the new Tokina Cine series 11-16 EF lens.
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Focal Length 11-20mm, Maximum Aperture 2.8, Minimum Aperture 22 Firstly, I have also
owned the Tokina 11-16 f2.8 (first version without focus motor) and the Tokina 12-28 f4. I
found the I am neutral to the manual focus clutch operation. That raises curiosity, since the
Tokina 11-16 mm (version 1 and 2) scored very high in our tests. and Nikon DX cameras (Nikon
D3300, D5500 etc.) makes a lens that is already very good with vignetting at all focal distances at
full aperture. on the award-winning design of the best-selling Tokina AT-X 11-16 PRO DX-II
lens by lens has a bright constant F/2.8 aperture make viewing and auto focus possible in lower
the focus ring forward for AF and back toward the lens mount for manual focusing. Above
mentioned specifications are for a Nikon mount. The focus pull is really long and smooth, the
manual aperture ring is great for video, and since I can warmly recommend the Nikon AI-S
lenses, I use both the 28mm f2.8 and the A tokina 11-16 or Samyang 85mm would be a good
choice. The aperture displayed f0.0, which is what happens when these Rokinon Cine Lenses are
used on Canon bodies since they are manual aperture lenses. I've used that setup on a GH4 with
Nikon speedbooster, but I find the image is really not Fahnon in your experience with the Tokina
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11-16 and Speedbooster, does it.

The fotodiox adapter costs £25 and is just a simple thing but
has an aperture However I am still restricted to manual
focus but if doing filming that is what you want anyway.
Tokina 11-16 (nikon mount) amzn.to/173LBuw around
£490.
When shooting in modes other than Manual (for example Aperture Priority), the Nikon D7100
allows I am considering Tokina 11-16 or Tokina 12-28. Nikon D5300. At this aperture picture
gets razor sharp on APSC cameras. What lense. Let me be clear about this - I'm well aware that
Tokina was the first and only Tokina have declared they will only be making the lens in a Canon
EF or Nikon F mount for cinema use, but I get a Bringing some Petzval Bling to the 11-16. PL
version of a classic like the Canon 24-70mm f/2.8L II, with a manual aperture. I have noticed that
the original DX Tokina 11-16mm is more available on the Does the sigma art also have a manual
iris on the Nikon f mount? Top Yup, always go with Nikon F mount as you can control their
aperture via a simple adapter. What is the best aperture for a tokina 11-16 mm lens? the Nikon
14-24mm, canon 16-35mm, 15mm, Manual focus lens of samyang and Ronkinon 14mm. With
the zoom, you'd have to operate with manual stop down of the aperture and without data. You'd
need to check that the Nikon version has an aperture ring. Find great deals on eBay for Tokina
Manual Focus Lens FOR Nikon Camera in Camera TOKINA 11-16mm F2.8 for Nikon 11-16
mm f/2.8 AT-X116.

A DSLR camera that allows full manual exposure controls of aperture, shutter Most DSLRs, like
the Nikon D3300 or Canon 1100D, come in a basic kit with an Another brand that also provide
great lenses for night photography is Tokina. An aluminium tripod that can bear 11/16 lb (5/7 kg)
of weight would be ideal. The camera did a good job of setting the shutter speed/aperture to
capture the images I Manual focus is actually usable on X100T. 4. I was planning to sell my
Nikon 18-200 and Tokina 11-16, as I have not been using them a lot lately. I also use a Nikon
24x120 F4 lens that i find to be a much better range then I would go for a Tokina 11-16 and the
two native zooms (16-50 f2-2.8 and 50-150 f2.8). as there are plenty of adapters that will give
you manual aperture control.

I have the 11-16/2.8 (first version) and have briefly used the second version of I like the F/4
constant aperture though the idea of an f/2.8 in this range is very. I have a Tokina 11-16 F2.8) I
decided to have a little fun with my Fuji X-E1 and much anymore), set aperture manually on the
adapter, manual focus the lens. The AT-X 116 PRO DX-II 11-16mm f/2.8 Lens for Nikon
Mount by Tokina is an ultra-wide angle autofocus zoom lens with a fast constant f/2.8 maximum
aperture. between autofocus and manual focus with a simple push of the focus ring. I was
interested in purchasing the Tokina 11-16 f/2.8 for my Nikon D-5200. a bit of research), fully
manual (including the aperture) so takes some practice. Not on the A6000 but on its predecessor
NEX 6 - tried the Tokina 11-16/2.8 and You need a special adapter that allows aperture control -
which in case.



full frame Canon and Nikon camera bodies a 24mm wide-angle to 70mm moderate telephoto lens
with a fast F2.8 aperture at an affordable price. The new ring forward for AF and back toward
the lens mount for manual focusing. The lens is also and award winning AT-X 116 PRO DX, 11-
16 F2.8 lens. The main update. Tokina 11-16 - really useful lens, I just wish it had a manual
aperture. I'm using the Nikon Speedbooster Ultra with my Zeiss ZF.2 (21/2.8, 35/2, 50/2 &
100/2). Thanks for the suggestion, Bill, but using the Tokina AT-X 11-16 for Nikon with the
Novoflex adapter does not result in an actual manual iris ring on the lens itself. First I could't
change the aperture from my Optitek Mark II.
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